Chemical modification of proteins with photocleavable groups.
In this work, we describe methods for synthesizing and incorporating a wide range of photocleavable groups into proteins. These are based on the di-methoxyl nitro phenyl ethyl (DMNPE) group. Using a common ketone starting material, we have modified the DMNPE core with different peptides and small molecules. We describe how these can be incorporated into DMNPE either by solution or solid phase methods. In addition, we show how the ketone group can be effectively converted into a hydrazone group and ultimately into a diazo. The potential pitfall of azine formation is also delineated, as are the strategies for avoiding this side product. We then show how these modified diazo groups can then be reacted with the carboxyl groups of the protein to make the final ester product. Finally, we show how the ultimate product can be purified, and the products identified using 280 and 345nm ratios, as well as ESI-MS characterization. The combined methods should allow the incorporation of many possible photocleavable groups into a range of proteins, and allow the ultimate properties of the modified protein to be subsequently toggled with light.